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Inward FDI flows to MENA between 2003 and 2012 (US$ Billion)
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Meeting of the Working Group on Investment Policy and
Promotion, Paris
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Report on the Implementation of the
Euro-Mediterranean Charter for Enterprise: Enterprise
Policy Assessment.
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•
•
•
•
Its support to business integrity centres around:
•

•

•

•

Raising awareness on the key role of the private sector
in integrity measures;
Supporting the establishment and implementation of
integrity measures, including codes of conduct and
corporate compliance programmes, through dialogue
and training sessions;
Developing the role of business associations in raising
awareness among their member companies and
providing the resources necessary to establish and
implement integrity measures; and
Facilitating dialogue on integrity measures between the
private sector, government and political parties in order
to further action.
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OECD-MENA WOMEN’S
BUSINESS FORUM (WBF)
The OECD-MENA Women’s Business Forum (WBF)
is a network that promotes efforts to improve
women’s economic opportunity.

SUPPORTING WOMEN AS
ECONOMIC ACTORS DURING
THE TRANSITION PERIOD
In 2013, the Programme launched a new project on
“Supporting Women as Economic Actors during the
Transition Period” in Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Libya,
Morocco and Tunisia. The project is seizing the
opportunity of the transition period to help ensure that
ongoing democratic reforms result in equal economic
opportunities for both men and women.

Created in 2009, the WBF brings together over 500
representatives of government, private sector, and civil
society and academia from MENA and OECD countries.
It aims at facilitating exchange of good practices to
promote women’s entrepreneurship as a driver for
women’s economic empowerment and growth in the
MENA region. Based on priorities identified with these
stakeholders, it makes recommendations to MENA
governments for improving policies and legislation
impacting women’s economic integration.
The key missions of the WBF are to:

•

Identify existing support for women entrepreneurs in
the region and where gaps lie;

•

Improve women’s access to financing and business
development services; and

•

Connect women entrepreneurs, providing role models
and improving access to information.

To this end, the project brings together national and
international experts and target groups to:
•

Analyse how the legal environment concretely impacts
women’s economic integration;

•

Collect, compile and analyse key genderdisaggregated economic and educational data; and

•

Provide targeted policy recommendations to support
governments to adopt and implement legal
frameworks supporting gender equality.
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INVESTMENT SECURITY IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN (ISMED)
The Investment Security in the Mediterranean (ISMED) Support
Programme seeks to expand private infrastructure investment in
the Southern Mediterranean region by providing advisory
services to governments on reducing the legal risk of specific
projects, conducting public-private policy dialogue on broader
legal framework improvements, and informing potential
investors of available risk mitigation instruments.

EXAMPLES OF OECD
POLICY INSTRUMENTS
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Infrastructure is a key element of the business environment and a
generator of employment, but increasing demand for infrastructure in
the Southern Mediterranean region is obstructed by declining private
investment in major projects due to global economic conditions and
political uncertainty in some parts of the region. integration.
In this context, a range of risk mitigation instruments – and the legal
investment protection measures that investors and lenders require –
are key levers that can, at least partially, offset investor
apprehensions as MENA governments attempt to secure private
investment in difficult conditions. Such measures range from strong
commercial law, intellectual property rights and arbitration rules to
transparent licensing, anti-corruption provisions, and adherence to
international investment treaties.
The ISMED Support Programme consists of :
•

Project-specific assessment missions and related studies that
evaluate the level of legal investment protection, identify gaps and
make policy recommendations to address them;

•

Public-private policy dialogue concerning
protection barriers to infrastructure investment;

•

Dissemination of information concerning available guarantee and
risk mitigation instruments (via a database and quarterly
newsletters).

•
•

legal

The MENA-OECD “ISMED” Working Group, mobilising MENA and
OECD governments, international financial institutions, development
agencies, private sector operators and individual experts, seeks to :
•
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horizontal

Develop innovative approaches to enhance the efficiency of legal
investment protection measures and risk mitigation instruments for
medium-to-large scale infrastructure projects in the MENA region.
information.

REVIEWING THE BUSINESS
CLIMATE IN MENA COUNTRIES

PRIVATE SECTOR
DEVELOPMENT IN IRAQ

SME DEVELOPMENT IN LIBYA
In the context of the Deauville Partnership, the
MENA-OECD
Investment
Programme
is
supporting the Libyan Government in developing
and implementing an SME development strategy.
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SME Policy Index in MED Economies,
OECD/EC/ETF (forthcoming)

The Role of MENA Stock Exchanges in Corporate
Governance, (2012)

Using Special Economic Zones to Promote
Economic Development in ResourceDependent Economies (forthcoming)

Towards New Arrangements for State Ownership
in the Middle East and North Africa, (2012)

Women in Business I: Policies to Support
Women’s Entrepreneurship Development in
the MENA Region (available in Arabic, 2012)
Women in Business II: Nurturing
Entrepreneurship through Access to Finance
and Business Services (forthcoming)
Renewable Energies in the Middle East and North
Africa: Policies to support private investment
(available in Arabic, 2013)
Investment Policy Reviews – Egypt (2007),
Morocco (2009), Tunisia (2012) and Jordan
(2013)
Privatisation and Demutualisation of MENA Stock
Exchanges: to be or not to be? (2013)

State-Owned Enterprises in the Middle East and
North Africa: Engines of Development and
Competitiveness? (2013)

Arab World Competitiveness Report 2011-2012,
OECD/World Economic Forum (2011)
Morocco – Business Climate Development
Strategy (2011)
Egypt – Business Climate Development Strategy
(2010, update forthcoming)
Supporting Investment Policy and Governance
Reforms in Iraq (2010)
Policy Brief on Improving Corporate Governance
of Banks in the Middle East and North Africa
(2009)
Report on the Implementation of the EuroMediterranean Charter for Enterprise: 2008
Enterprise Policy Assessment, European
Communities/OECD (2008)
Making Reforms Succeed: Moving Forward with
the MENA Investment Policy Agenda (2008)

New Entrepreneurs and High Performance
Enterprises in the Middle East and North
Africa, OECD/IDRC (2012)
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These and other publications are available at www.oecd.org/bookshop.

